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The Scottish Gallery is delighted to present Waypoint; an exhibition of soda- 
fired porcelain ceramics by Jack Doherty. 

Originally curated by Sarah Frangleteon, Waypoint was first exhibited during the 
St Ives September festival 2015 across three historic sites in St Ives; fishermen’s 
chapels and traditional places of refuge. By placing vessel forms within a specific 
site the intention was to create a thoughtful space in which to view the work 
with sensitivity to the context of place. The aim was to highlight the cultural 
heritage of the fishing community connecting visitors and local audiences with 
these historic landmarks and narratives of faith, courage and epic voyages. Jack 
Doherty has created a new family of work for The Scottish Gallery so that we 
can experience Waypoint in Edinburgh.

“I was born into a family of fishermen. As a child the harbour was the most 
fascinating place in my universe; a space charged with emotional content that 
shaped my world.” 



JACK DOHERTY
Currently based in Mousehole, Cornwall, Jack 
was born in Co Derry and studied Ceramics 
at the Ulster College of Art and Design. He 
had originally wished to become a painter but 
after a visit to Lucie Rie’s studio he changed 
his mind - the completeness of her way of life 
made sense, so he decided to make pots for a 
living. Upon graduating he worked at Kilkenny 
Design Workshops before establishing his 
studio, firstly in Co Armagh and then in 
Herefordshire. From 2008 – 2013, Jack was 
the first Lead Potter and Creative Director 
appointed at the refurbished Leach Pottery in 
St Ives, Cornwall.
Jack describes himself as being interested in 
the particular usefulness of things, the sense 
of an object as being something which has a 
place in life. 

Jack moved to Cornwall in 2008 to take 
up the role as Lead Potter at the restored 
Leach Pottery setting up the new production 
studio. During the five years in post there 
he designed a successful range of functional 
ware which respected the ethic and history 
of the pottery but which also had its place in 
a contemporary market. 

Jack was Chair of the Craft Potter’s  Association 
for twelve years, a founder member and 
Chair of Ceramic Art London and guest 
editor of Ceramic Review.  Jack Doherty’s 
pots have been exhibited extensively both in 
the UK and internationally.
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Jack Doherty at St Nicholas Chapel,
St Ives, 
September 2015





Guardian Vessel, 2015
Soda Fired Porcelain

H:30 x D:33cms
£



Guardian Vessel 1, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain
H:30 x D:26 cms
£1,500

"Ceramic vessel forms, once our physical protectors by 
storing food and keeping us safe through winters, have 
now, in our contemporary world, become guardians of 
ideas and emotions."



A Collection of Conical Vessels, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

H:15-20 x D:13-26cms
£280 - £580





Guardian Vessel 4, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

H:30 x D:33 cms
£1,500







Guardian Vessel 2, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain
H:28 x D:29 cms
£1,500



Fisherman’s Teacups,  2015
Soda-fired porcelain

Approx H:9 x D:13 cms
£80 each

“Cups are among the most personal and intimate objects we use in 
daily life. Individual in character and form, the Fisherman’s Teacups were 
made for the men who waited for tides and weather in the Rose Lodge. 
Through the energy of making, the Blessing Cups carry messages of 
protection, safe passage and thanksgiving.” 







Vessel installed at Rose Lodge, 
St Ives, September 2015



Blessing Cups, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

Approx H:12 x D:7 cms
£75 each



Carved Vessels, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain
H:11-12 x D:13 cms
£220 each



Skelfs, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

H:62-88 x D:7-9 cms
£590 - £895 each

"I remember the word 'Skelf' from my childhood; a 
colloquial Scottish/Ulster word for a tall thin person or 
splinter. These forms reference the figurative qualities of 
ceramic vessels."





Jack Doherty at work in his studio in 
Mousehole, Cornwall 

“My work explores vessels and the ancient layers of cultural 
resonance embedded within archetypal forms. Made from 
porcelain, the forms are thrown then carved and shaped 
reflecting the fluidity of the material and physicality of making. 
The elemental colour and surface texture are created by 
the fusion of fire and soda in the intense heat of the kiln, 
leaving behind a subtle palette of smoky grey, lemon, russet 
and turquoise. On many levels, the pots I make are figurative 
pieces; each has its own character, particular emotional range 
and response.”







Jack Doherty’s studio in Mousehole, Cornwall 

“I come from a place of uncompromising sea, relentless wind and 
endless sky. There are islands to the east, Rathlin, Islay and Skye, but 
nothing to the west except the setting sun. My family were fishermen, 
sailors and boat-builders who made their livelihood in one way and 
another from the sea.”



Back left: Smokey Grey and Russet Conical Bowl, 2015, soda-fired porcelain, H:15.5 x D:24 cms  £450
Back right: Turquoise and Grey Conical Bowl, 2015, soda-fired porcelain, H:17 x D:22 cms  £450

Front left: Blue and Grey Conical Bowl, 2015, soda-fired porcelain, H:12.5 x D:14.5 cms  £150
Front right: Smokey Grey and Russet Conical Bowl, 2015, soda-fired porcelain, H:13 x D:16 cms  £180







Oval Vessel, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain
H:15 x D:13 cms
£290



Cradle Vessel, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

H:23 x D:38 cms
£1,700





Left:  Jack Doherty and Sarah Frangleton
Right: The view from Jack Doherty’s studio in 

Mousehole, Cornwall 





EDUCATION
 Studied Ceramics at Ulster College of Art &  
 Design, Belfast

AWARDS
1972 Alice Berger Hammerslag Trust Award
1974 Gold Medal International Ceramics    
 exhibition Faenza Italy
1976 Gold Medal International Ceramics    
 Biennial Vallauris France
1986 Crafts Council marketing /publicity grant
1998 1st Prize West Midlands Arts Touring   
 Exhibition
1993 West Midlands Arts Crafts initiative    
 grant 

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
2015 The Irish Connection, The Scottish Gallery,   
 Edinburgh
2014 Vessel: the spirit of British ceramics,    
 Mashiko Ceramic Museum, Japan

JACK DOHERTY b.1948

2013 Moon Jar, contemporary translations in   
 Britain, Korean Cultural Centre, London
2013 Collect , Saatchi Galleries  London
2013 Future Beauty?, National Craft Gallery,   
 Kilkenny, Ireland
2012  Jack Doherty and Tomoo Hamada   
 Gallery St Ives, Tokyo
2012 Summertime Blues, Leach Pottery, 
 St Ives, Cornwall

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS INCLUDE
Irish Contemporary Ceramics Collection, 
Hunt Museum, Limerick
Arts Council of Northern Ireland
Ulster Museum
Museum of Ceramics Faenza         
Liverpool Museum
Princenhof Museum Holland         
Potteries Museum Stoke on Trent
Castle Museum Nottingham         
Cheltenham Museum
National Museum Ireland





Harbouring Vessels, 2015
Soda-fired porcelain

H:34-40 x D:17-19 cms
£580 - £750
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The Scottish Gallery would like to thank Sarah Frangleton who curated 
Waypoint in St Ives and Jonny Birch and Rebecca Peters for the use of their 
photographs throughout the catalogue.
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